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Before we can address where AI can strengthen your gaming

ecosystem, first we need to explore what  the technology is and what

it can deliver.

AI works by combining large, and I mean large, amounts of data with

fast iterative processing and intelligent algorithms. This allows the

software to learn automatically from patterns or features in the data.

Cognitive computing is a subfield of AI that strives for a natural,

human-like interaction with machines.

 

The principle limitation of AI is that it learns from the data. There is no

other way in which knowledge can be incorporated. That means any

inaccuracies in the data will be reflected in the results. And any

additional layers of prediction or analysis have to be added separately

which means having access to image decks or captured video for the

algorithm to be built.

Imagine a 5 year old child being asked to spot someone cheating, first

they would need to understand what cheating meant and then be

shown all the possible ways someone could cheat. Once this were

complete they would then be able to see similar behaviours that lead

to cheating and therefore predict a possible outcome as a percentage

of certainty.

Today’s AI systems are trained to do a clearly defined task. The

system that plays poker cannot play solitaire or chess. The system that

detects fraud cannot drive a car or give you legal advice. In fact, an AI

system that detects health care fraud cannot accurately detect tax

fraud or warranty claims fraud.

Machine learning automates analytical model building. It uses methods

from neural networks, statistics, operations research and physics to

find hidden insights in data without explicitly being programmed for

where to look or what to conclude.

A neural network is a type of machine learning that is made up of

interconnected units (like neurons) that processes information by

responding to external inputs, relaying information between each unit.

The process requires multiple passes at the data to find connections

and derive meaning from undefined data.

Deep learning uses huge neural networks with many layers of

processing units, taking advantage of advances in computing power

and improved training techniques to learn complex patterns in large

amounts of data. Common applications include image and speech

recognition.

Cognitive computing is a subfield of AI that strives for a natural,

human-like interaction with machines. Using AI and cognitive

computing, the ultimate goal is for a machine to simulate human

processes through the ability to interpret images and speech – and

then speak coherently in response.  

Computer vision relies on pattern recognition and deep learning to

recognize what’s in a picture or video. When machines can process,

analyze and understand images, they can capture images or videos in

real time and interpret their surroundings.

Natural language processing (NLP) is the ability of computers to

analyze, understand and generate human language, including speech.

The next stage of NLP is natural language interaction, which allows

humans to communicate with computers using normal, everyday

language to perform tasks. A recent BMM report detailed some

interesting data points where AI can impact casino gaming.

AI & land based gaming

Through the use of club cards and loyalty programs to collect player

data, land based casinos have been the vanguard of analysing player

behaviour. Over time and with a lot of input, sophisticated systems

have been employed to understanding player choices in particular

which games are popular, why do players stop playing a game or

switching games.

Today casino operators can identify what elements of a game makes it

more popular than others or how to physically arrange tables on the

floor to have the maximum player selection. As we know there are a

host of factors that influence customer spending patterns i.e. game

type, volatility, minimum bet, maximum bet, maximum prize, return to

player percentages, location, lighting, cabinet style. 

Some of the most immediate benefits casino operators would expect

to be delivered from Artificial Intelligence technology and maximizing

profits  are:

1. Identify & Track Players to Verify Eligibility

2.Better Monitor All Transactions & Players to Ensure AML Compliance

3. Alert Operators to Potential (and Actual) Theft

4. Maximize the Value of Player Rewards & Loyalty Programs

5. Provide High-Quality Customer Service

6. Use Analytics to Organize your Casino for Maximum Profit

7. Responsible Gaming

The AI should be able to predict how the slot floor will perform if no

changes are made, also how revenues can be maximised by

relocating or changing slot machines on the floor. With the help of AI

players can be offered a tailored gaming experience and generous

promotional offers, these are critical factors in maximising bottom line

returns to the business.

Through these highly dynamic technologies the casino can bring

together individual gambling histories, demographic data, and social

media content in an effort to drive smarter highly effective marketing

outreach.  Using AI as a way of identifying most valuable customers

more accurately – not only which customers are likely to lose the

most but also which customers are likely to win big, allows the casino

to be proactive in how table limits and spreads can be managed.

AI and online gaming

Smart Data

Online casinos have always collected data to offer their clients better

deals they collect player data and use it to offer personalized gaming

experiences, ads and special offers. Where the human brain fails, AI

pulls out patterns, trends and gives predictions flawlessly.

Customer services and customer influencing

According to a recent study by Oracle, 78% of brands say they, “have

already implemented or are planning to implement Artificial

Intelligence and virtual reality by 2020 to better serve customers.”

Today almost all online gambling operators use player data to provide

customers a personalized services and responses to their gambling

needs. AI driven VR games could allow operators to move younger

players into the digital world with limitless possibilities.

Prevent cheating

Online casinos are usually at a disadvantage compared to their land-

based counterparts when it comes to security. There are no cameras

or broad-shouldered security staff to keep an eye on cheating players

in an online casino. This means that cheaters can use their own AI

technology to outsmart the operators. Luckily, most online casinos use

the same tricks to weed out gamblers that like to play unfair.

AI and Responsible Gambling

Thanks to AI, early addiction detection and prevention are now

possible. By analysing player data for problematic behaviour, AI can

spot suspicious players and notify online casino operators. The

identified account can be suspended while the player is offered help.

Online operators are increasingly using AI to capture a player’s digital

footprints and identify high-risk gamblers. Using player data,

algorithms, neutral networks and other methods to spot irresponsible

gambling behaviour in real-time and then delivering messages to both

the player and operator.

As I mentioned at the start of this article it all comes down to the use

of large volumes of data. If we look at a casino player as an example it

is straightforward for the AI to identify problem gamblers from setting

the initial parameters like player stake, deposit frequency, type of

game and playing time for the AI to look at. 

Alongside that you let the AI have access to all the players that have

self-excluded so the AI can learn the patterns and compare with new

and current players. The AI would then flag players that are showing

signs of addictive behaviour and the operator would then follow their

social responsibility policies and intervene with those players.

AI and Gambling Regulation

The role of AI in promoting, advertising and growing the gaming

business will become the big issue for gaming regulators. The industry

is using AI to profile customers and predict behaviour often in

alarming ways. Its known within the industry  that every click is

scrutinised to optimise profit, and not to enhance a user’s experience.

We often hear or read where executives openly boast of increasing

sophisticated advertising keeping people betting while privately

conceding that some are more susceptible to gambling addiction

when bombarded with these types of bespoke ads and incentives.

Advertising has become a science, it’s no longer using general

advertising messages, it is personalised based on data driven

customer profiles, constructed from real gamblers behaviour. Players

unwittingly consent to the use of their data in ways they aren’t aware

of due to lengthy T&C’s.

 As a past operator my self in both land based and online casino

operations, I see the huge benefits AI can bring in all areas of our

business model. Using this technology will require a high degree of

trust and increased responsibility particularly when dealing with player

confidentiality and ensuring responsible outcomes. Not doing so will

not only fail our customers but also the gaming industry as a whole. 

Euro Pacific Asia Consulting has worked on casino projects in over 40

countries bringing more than 70 years’ experience and involvement in

the tourism, online and land based gaming, hospitality and IR

industries. This work includes working with leading AI technology

companies, assisting governments developing public policy for large

international integrated resorts, assisting public and private companies

in evaluating new markets, delivering turnkey solutions for online

gaming and performing due diligence on potential acquisitions.
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